
Mindfulness and  
Meditation Guide for the  
Holiday Season



WHAT IS MINDFULNESS? 
It’s the basic ability to be conscious, present, or aware of something.

WHY MEDITATE? 
Feel calm, reduce anxiety, become focused, improve memory, and  

heighten  awareness.

IT STARTS WITH YOU!

Stay calm, cool, and collected during the holidays with a few mindfulness and  
meditation exercises. This season, you can take charge and control how you  

deal with various stressors.



Tips to  
Remain Mindful  
During the  
Stressful  
Holiday Season

1. It starts with you.

The energy you send out – your thoughts, words, and feelings – creates your experience. Therefore, 
you are responsible for the quality of your own life. This is a natural universal process called the Law of 
Attraction. What you send out, you get back! This is great news; it means that if you’re not satisfied, you 
can choose again – and make a better choice.

The holidays can be a stressful season for your wallet, relationships, health, and energy levels. This 
year, you have a choice! You can allow the outside factors to affect these areas, or you can remain the 
best version of yourself throughout November, December, and maybe even January. How? We’ve got 
you covered. It starts with you, and it starts with self-responsibility.

No more blame game. It’s not the cashier’s fault that the jacket you wanted for your sister is out of 
stock. It’s not your mother’s fault that she puts pressure on you to cook the perfect turkey. Take a step 
back and stop blaming everyone. Instead, focus on what you can do. Ask yourself: “How can I take  
responsibility to find a happy and peaceful outcome in this situation?”



2. Meditation: Become the observer.

Follow these easy steps to connect with yourself and the harmony that is always accessible within.
Become the observer and try your best not to react.

      MEDITATION STEPS
      Step 1: Find a comfortable spot and close your eyes.

          Step 2: Inhale through your nose and hold your breath for a 
few seconds to get the mind’s attention. Release the breath 
through the mouth. Repeat three times.

         Step 3: Observe your natural breath flow in and out for two 
minutes. Do your best not to judge it and to simply remain 
the observer. If any thoughts pop into your mind, observe 
the thought for a second, then return your awareness to the 
breath. This will always train your mind to focus.

3. Turn down the volume on your thoughts.
Your thoughts are the only thing standing in your way. They are your biggest blocks. So take a look at 
them – even the thoughts that make you feel a little crazy! Are they true, or do you have false thoughts 
on repeat?

THOUGHTS EXERCISE
Grab a pen and paper and write down your thoughts.  
One by one, ask yourself if they are true or false. If they’re  
false, there is no need to take action; you can allow them  
to pass by. The important thing is to become conscious of  
the thoughts that impact your life to focus.



4. Don’t take anything personally.

Everyone reacts from their perspective, including you. Remain in your energy this holiday season,  
and don’t take in everyone else’s emotions. Do your best to practice not taking anything personally. 
Allow people to stay in their feelings while you take responsibility for yours. Try to live by this motto. 
Remember that practice makes the master.



 Filippa and Jimmy Tjärnlund  

Raw Clarity

Holistic Life Coach Filippa Tjärnlund left the PR 
world in New York City about six years ago to 
create a new platform in Stockholm, Sweden, 
with a focus on the inner journey. She helps 
women return to the best version of themselves, 
provides tools and techniques for letting go 
of blocks, and shows them ways to manifest a 
joyful life. Her mission is to remind women that 
love is the only way and help them gain clarity 
through consciousness. She guides her clients  
to open the door to their full potential. Filippa 
does private and group coaching sessions and 
helps her clients become their own source of 
happiness while providing them with effective 
tools to handle all situations that life presents. 
Filippa is the founder of the popular spiritual 
women’s group Raw Clarity Circle and the  
author behind the international book Sugar  
Detox. In addition, she is also an ambassador  
for Lululemon.
Instagram: @rawclarityfilippa

Holistic Life Coach and entrepreneur Jimmy 
Tjärnlund guides men to live an honest life 
based on their inner truth. He provides various 
ways to maximize inner power, potential, and 
meaning in both the private life and business.  
He has driven over a dozen companies and  
received his MBA at Handelshögskolan in  
Stockholm. He started his own inner journey at 
the age of 12 when his mother introduced him 
to meditation. He later developed his technique 
and knowledge of Vipassana meditation in India. 
He continues to find ways to connect to the 
mind, body, and spirit and is a certified Yin yoga 
teacher. For many years, Jimmy turned to food 
for comfort, and during his healing process,  
he received his education at the Institute for 
Integrative Nutrition.
Instagram: @rawclarityjimmy

Visit us at www.rawclarity.com

Call and speak with a graduate right now.  
Our Admissions Representatives are all graduates of the  

Health Coach Training Program and can answer any questions you have.  

Call (877) 210-0790 (U.S.) or +1 (212) 730-5433 (International)

https://www.instagram.com/rawclarityfilippa/
https://www.instagram.com/rawclarityjimmy/
http://rawclarity.com/
https://www.integrativenutrition.com/



